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Ernest Hemingway 
The American author and Nobel laureate Ernest Hemingway 
was not only an outstanding literary figure and admired 
intellectual but also a reporter, a war correspondent, an 
freedom activist, an adventurer and deep sea fisherman. The 
allusion to  Ernest Hemingway in the lyrics refer to his ability 
to resurrect even in the greatest of adversities. He was 
wounded in both World Wars, survived back to back plain 
crashes, was a serious drinker and yet still an activist for many 
causes, not least against Franco’s oppression during the 
Spanish Civil War. The main theme of the lyrics are “to 
overcome” and hence the line: DAY BY DAY YOU RAISE 
AGAIN – ALL OF YOU AND ERNEST HEMINGWAY!
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International 

«ERNEST HEMINGWAY» is the 
first single from the 
forthcoming album 
«BETWEEN SHADOWS AND 
LIGHT», which will be 
released April 5 2024. It was 
recorded in Switzerland, the 
USA (Spare Room Studios 
Nashville), and the UK (Early 
Doors Studio , West 
Yorkshire). The album was 
produced by Paul Etterlin. 

Established 
International 
Musicians and Young 
Swiss Talents 

Paul is accompanied by 
Nashville Recording artist 
Scott Neubert (Pedal Steel), 
UK bassist Marco Meniconi, 
keyboarder Mischa 
Podstransky  and backing 
singers Anna Smith and 
Denise Huser. 

Setting Accents 

«ERNEST HEMINGWAY» 
pleases! It demonstrates yet 
again that the native from 
Lucerne is an accomplished 
songwriter and producer.
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Paul Etterlin
2000 songs as a session musician, countless appearances at 
home and abroad, and a chair as Professor of Music at the 
Hochschule Luzern and now the third single from solo-
album number 7 - all these factors contribute to  Paul 
Etterlin being a vastly experienced musician with an 
incredibly broad musical spectrum! In the 1980s, Paul 
decided to pursue a Degree in Classical Guitar at the 
Lucerne Conservatoire although he would have much 
preferred to be a close-up witness of American rock history 
when heroes of the rock guitar mushroomed in droves.
As a solo artist or with his own bands, Paul Etterlin belongs 
to the busy set of Swiss guitarists, singers and songwriters. 
He composed the official song of the Swiss Team for the 
Vancouver Winter Olympics, and his rendition of Mittendrin 
is the theme tune of one of the biggest TV sports channels 
in Germany - Sport1. In addition, his song «Silver Machines» 
accompanies the whole MotoGP series.

Handmade!
„ERNEST HEMINGWAY“ again reflects what Paul’s fans 
love about his music: honest, catchy and straightforward 
songs.
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Long-term 
Cooperation 

The music for «Ernest 
Hemingway» was composed by 
Paul Etterlin. The lyrics were 
penned by his lifelong friend 
and musical companion Marco 
Meniconi who lives in England.   

• «ERNEST HEMINGWAY»is 
musically diverse with a good 
dose of New Country, strong 
lyrics and gets straight to the 
point: If you seek favour for 
“three-minute-radio-friendly 
airplay” you can’t waste time. 

Available from 
12.01.24 

The Song will be available from 
January12, 2024 at all major 
download portals and Pre-
Orders the previous week 

Label 

As do most of his solo 
productions, «You and I » 
appears on his own label EAP. 
Distribution is handled by 
iGroove. 
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